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ABSTRACT

An analysis is made of the wind field structure in the strata-thermosphere
over Eastern Siberia during the winter stratwarms of 1975-1977. It is found
that coupling between dynamical processes in the stratosphere an.d lover theruo-
sphere is affected through changes of the temperature regime of the atmosphere,
The circulation regime both in the stratosphere and lower thermosphere depends
on location of the source of perturbations that cause stratospheric var_iogs.
The effect of varmint-induced perturbations on the dynamics of above- and m_der-
lying layers and the _eridional extent of the processes are determined by the
altitude and re_ion where anti-cyclones originate. In conditions of a vamer
stratosphere, there is a considerable loss of wind stability in the ionospheric
D-region. A time delay of I to 2 days of lover-ther_osphere processes is found
to occur with respect to stratospheric processes of temperature variation at 30
_b level.

Re have investigated the ionospheric circulation pars=stets and the
meteorological conditions at the troposphere and stratosphere. Rind measure-
¢ents in the D-region yore carried on at the SibIZHIR since 1974. Re believe
that there is a response of V-re_ion dynamics to the stratospl_eric processes,
especially to the stratospheric varmints. _e have found (VERGASOVA,1978;
VEROASOVAand KAZIHIROVSK¥,1979) high correlation between D-region winds and
temperature variations at the 30 mb level during stratospheric warmings. As a

f_ rule we had zonal vlnd reversals from westerly to easterly, increasing of south-
ward wind or even reversal of the _eridiona! wind, and increase of _emidiurnal
tide _mplitude. The response of the wind field is delayed by 1-3 days after the
_agimum of temperature at the stratosphere (T x) The cross-correlation..... _
coeffxcxents for xonospherxc vxnd and stratosp_erxc temperature were sometimes
very high (-0.95).

The results derived by the superposed epoch method provide an average _.
pattern of the interaction of the D-re,ion dynamical regime with stratospheric
temperature, revealdelay effects but do not give us any details about effects
of each individual waming. We havd been interested in examining the extension
of the influence of each individual warming on the ionospheric dynamics, with-
out limiting our attention only to temperature, but using the entire set of
par_eters varying during the perturbation (pressure, temperature, wind velo-
city, wind direction, zonal and _eridional winds).

We have examined seven varmints, including also local ones, observed over
Eastern Siberia sinceDecember 1975 throughHatch 1917 (VERCASOVA,1981). In
order to evaluate the variation of ti_e D-region wind structure as a f_mction of
the wind profile shape in the troposphere, we constructed the maps of the wind
field in the trope-, strata- and thermosphere and incomplete wind profiles (data
on the height range 30 to -85 kra are missing and the linear interpolation has
therefore only a cOnventforml character).

To evaluate the effect of each individual varralng a preliminary
meteorological analysis was made. _e considered the region giving rise to
anti-cyclones, connected with the warming wave, the height of their upper
boundary, further propagation of a warm region and warmlng-induced changes in i
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the stratosphere at 30 mb level over Eastern Siberia. For example, during the
warming o£ 31 Dec_ber 1975 through 25 January 1976 there occurred a pene-
tration of awam region from the Atlantic anti-cyclone into high and t_perate
latitudes (ChO BULLETIN_BUGAEVAand RYAZANOVA,1978). The Atlantic anti-
cyclone was a strong one, with its upper boundary above 70 km. In the strato-
sphere at the end of December a kind o£ a three-cell baric field appeared. Over

, the poles there is an observable cyclone with depressions extending into the
Eurasian and ku=erican continents while over the northern parts of the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans, two active anti-cyclones occurred with high upper boundary.
_here were no strong winter varmings in the stratosphere but there were scr_e

• local varminge.

At Irkutak the warming attained its maxlm_ stage on 6 January, the
tec_perature at 30 mb level increasing by about 20"C. The formation of anti-
cyclones had significantly increased the dynamical instability in 20-60 km
layers, vhlch is apparent from Figure I_ shoving wind field _aps for the tropo-w
strain- and thermosphere. In the _tratoaphere this dynamical instability occurs
as a decrease of the modulus iV /V. [ (ratio of the zonal to meridional com-
Ponents), i.e., as an _ncrease of _er_d_onahty w_th _ncreaa_ng temperature and
pressure in the stratosphere. In the period of interest the disturbed region
(h _ 70 l_) van rather close to the lover thermosphere and _ay influence the
ionospheric D region dyn_ica (Figure l). _e have seen the signlficant decrease
and reversal of the zonal flow and a significant increase and reversal of the
meridional c_ponent of the wind. Figure 2 shows the in£1uence of temperature
and pressure fluctuations at a height h _ 25 k_ upon the wind profile structure
in the tropo-strato-thermoephere. For the higher values of t_perature and
pressure the profile seems to be narrower, approaching the vertical axis. These
changes are connected with a decrease o£ the '_elocity gradient" (grad_ V) cf

, zonal and =eridional flows when temperature increases. The %elocity _radient" "
for the incomplete _ind profiles _ay roughly be estimated as a velocity

./_ difference at the ionospheric D-region and at 30 mb level, attributable to a
relevant height difference o£'60 km. This is particularly typical of the zonal I
flo_. !

|

A change of the modulusof the ratio of the zonal to meridlonalwind
componentIV /V Ifor 30 mb level and in the ionosphericD-region_as the
warmzngevolves_xs Illustratedxn gzgure3. For comparisonthis figurealso
shows the state o£ the thermobarlc field at h _ 25 tan for each of the two
measurement times. For the maximu_varming phase this ratio is minir.al. Thus,
at the highest values of pressure and temperature in the stratosphere in winter,
meridionalflowspredominateboth belo_ (at h _ 25 k_) and above (in the iono-

• , .. • spheri_ D region). For this warming the action of perturbation maybe penetrates
even above the ionospheric V region.

The analysis o£ the seven varminga permits the £ollouing conclusions:

_I) Evidentlywinter tropo-,strato-and ther_.ospherecirculationsystms are
affectedby a cortmonsourceo_ perturbationsthatgenerate stratospheric
warmings.

(2) ?he characterof meteorologicalimpactvaries not only from year to year
but also from warming to warming.

(3) ?he circulationregimeboth in the stratosphereand in the loverthermo-
spheredepends on localization of the source o£ perturbations that cause
stratospheric uamlngs. The force of action of the warming-induced perturba-
tions on the dynamics 0£ above- and underlying layers and the mcridional
extension of processes depend on the altitude and localization o£ anticyclones.
Shnilar inferences have been reached by _UTgOetal. (197g).
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Figure I. Hops of tropo-strato-theruospberlc wind field
during the warmingo: 31 Dec_nber 1975 through 25
January 1976 (botts) and 17 Dect_ber 1976 through
20 January 1977 (top) at 0600 Ltrr.

(4) The experimental data obtained over Eastern Siberia eonfir= the
theoretical prediction of C}I_R_EYand DRAZIN (1961), that the winter provides
most favorable conditions for perturbations to propagate upwards fro= below
because at that time in the s_ratosphere stron_ zonal flows are weakened and the
meridionAl extension of processes grows. The decrease 0£ the modulus of the
ratio of the zonal to meridion_l wind components (Figure 3) is £11ustrative in
this regard,

Ne '_i ass_._e that the energy of perturbations through planetary _avea, can
be relayed also into higher ionospheric heights, thus causing relevant changes
in its dyna'_ical regime.

In April 1976 when a local-scale warming was observed only over Eastern
Siberia, D-region winds and E and F2 region drifts were slmultz_neouslymeasured
by the DI method. The experimental data thus obtained proved the possibility of
meteorological contro_ of the dynamical regime of the ionospheric O and E
regions. (The correlation Coefficient of the zonal component of the vlnd veto- . ,
city in the D region with stratospheric t_perature is 0.77 and that for the E
region is 0.95, see Figure 4. _'ehad, however, no effects in the ionospheric F
region dynamics (VERGASOVA and KAZIHIROVSKY, 1980).
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Figure 2. Zonrl and meridional vind profiles
for the wsrming 31 December 1975 through
25 January 1975.

Figure 3. T, P, IVx/Vy130~b and
\Vx/Vy l90kn for different phases
of the warming 25 December 1975
through 24 January 1976: I 
initial pbase, II - D3in phase,
:11 - recovery phase.
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Figure 4. Correlogr_s for zonal and
30-rob level temperature.

On the basis of the experimental results obtained we can draw a general
conclusion that during periods of very strong perturbations of the thermal field
of the type o£ sudden winter stratospheric warmings the structure of the
dynamical regime in the D and E regions of the ionosphere over Eastern Siberia
is largely influenced by the meteorological situation from below•
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